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Abstract: Land use and land cover changes are important human forcings to the Earth’s climate. This study examines the land-atmosphere coupling strength and the relationship between surface fluxes and clouds and precipitation for three land cover scenarios in the European summer. The WRF model was used to simulate one scenario with extreme deforestation, one with extreme deforestation, and one with realistic land cover for the time period between 1986 and 2015. The simulations were forced with ERA-Interim reanalysis data. The analysis followed a two-step approach. First, the convective triggering potential–low-level humidity index framework was applied to locate potential coupling hot spots, which were then analyzed with regard to their sensitivity toward land use and land cover changes. Second, actual feedbacks between evaporative fraction, cloud cover, and precipitation were analyzed statistically with focus on sign and location of the feedbacks. The results demonstrate that coupling hot spots, exhibiting predominantly positive feedbacks, were identified over parts of Eastern Europe and Scandinavia. In this strongly coupled region, afforestation and deforestation modified the atmospheric humidity and stability by changing the surface flux partitioning. Afforestation is associated with a net drying of the atmosphere due to a disproportionately strong increase in the sensible heat flux. In contrast, deforestation initiated a moistening of the atmosphere. The total precipitation changed only in limited areas significantly, which are mostly located in mountainous regions and the northeast of the domain. In summary, the results indicate a land surface influence on the atmospheric background conditions, and an impact on the potential strength of land surface-precipitation feedbacks.

1. Introduction

Land-atmosphere (L-A) interactions are key processes in the Earth’s climate system. Feedbacks are manifold and strongly interconnected. Thus, modifications on the land surface due to land use and land cover changes (LULCCs) can impact the climate significantly. They affect biogeochemical cycles like carbon storages as well as energy and water exchanges at the land surface (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014, 2019). Variations in the latter appear due to modifications in biogeophysical properties of the land surface such as albedo, roughness length, leaf area index, or stomatal resistance.

Underestimating biogeophysical forcings to the climate in models may lead to significant biases in a number of variables. de Noblet-Ducoudré et al. (2012) find that the regional biogeophysical impacts of LULCC can exceed the magnitude of radiative forcing caused by greenhouse gas emissions, although their assessment is still uncertain in sign and magnitude within climate models (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudré, 2010). This is because counteracting effects of radiative and nonradiative processes on water and energy exchanges vary in time and space and depend on the type of LULCC (Duveiller, Forzieri, et al., 2018; Duveiller, Hooker, & Cescatti, 2018; Snyder et al., 2004). Deforestation, for example, increases the surface albedo because crop-land or grassland usually have a brighter surface than forests. The resulting loss in available energy cools the surface. The concurrent decrease in leaf area and stomatal resistance reduces transpiration, which leads to a reduction of evaporative cooling and, hence, to a warming. The net effect depends on which of these processes dominates (Davin & de Noblet-Ducoudré, 2010). Different forest types diverge in their biogeophysical and biogeochemical forcings, too. Transitions of boreal forests have the largest biogeophysical effects of all
vegetation types as they have a lower summertime evaporative fraction (EF) than other forests. Their lower albedo increases the available energy at the surface. The additional energy is partitioned into sensible rather than latent heat (Baldocchi et al., 2000; Bonan, 2008; Snyder et al., 2004). Studies of global climate-vegetation dynamics reveal a significant impact of vegetation on the climate and vice versa (e.g., Kumar et al., 2013). Thus, LULCCs have recently become the focus of studies aiming to assess their role in past temperature trends (e.g., Boisier et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2020; Pitman et al., 2009), extreme events (e.g., Findell et al., 2017; Hirsch et al., 2015), and modification of precipitation patterns (e.g., Bagley et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2017; Chen & Dirmeyer, 2017; Lawrence & Chase, 2010). Mahmood et al. (2014) provide an overview of the most notable LULCC and their effects on the climate, and Snyder et al. (2004) assess the influence of vegetation biomes on the climate.

The L-A coupling strength is an approach to quantify the relationship between the land surface and atmospheric states and fluxes. The coupling strength is subject to regional variability (Findell & Eltahir, 2003b; Koster et al., 2004) and temporal variability (Dirmeyer et al., 2014; Guo & Dirmeyer, 2013; Seneviratne et al., 2006), which raises the question of which factors determine the strength of L-A coupling. The lack of a common definition along with the fact that different studies and metrics address different quantities and processes (Knist et al., 2017) complicates the comparability of studies on L-A coupling strength. Additionally, disparate atmospheric models and resolutions, high land surface complexity, and lack of observations make assessments difficult as well (Santanello et al., 2009). Furthermore, many studies have been performed on a global scale and on rather coarse resolutions. Koster et al. (2004), for example, examine the soil moisture-precipitation coupling using an ensemble of atmospheric general circulation models. They find a weak coupling hot spot in Eastern Europe. However, studies on the continental scale are still rare for Europe. Knist et al. (2017) investigate the coupling between soil moisture and surface fluxes as well as surface fluxes and near-surface air temperature variations. They locate a coupling hot spot in eastern-central Europe and attribute this link to reduced or missing dominant moisture or energy limitations on evapotranspiration. Only a limited number of L-A observational studies are currently available, for example, the Land Atmosphere Feedback Experiment (LAFE; Wulfmeyer et al., 2018, 2020). Therefore, new observations dedicated to measuring L-A interactions are under development in Europe. One example is the Land Atmosphere Feedback Observatory (LAFO; https://lafo.uni-hohenheim.de/, Späth et al. (2019).

Until now, few studies have employed regional climate models (RCMs) to investigate LULCC forcings on the climate in Europe (Cherubini et al., 2018; Davin et al., 2014; Tölle et al., 2014). The studies usually apply static land cover maps to investigate biogeophysical impacts of single LULCC such as afforestation (e.g., Gálos et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2014). However, realistic, transient LULCCs have not been included in previous RCM-intercomparison studies in Europe (e.g., Christensen & Christensen, 2007). In 2017, the World Climate Research Program Flagship Pilot Study “Land-Use and Climate Across Scales” (LUCAS) was endorsed to investigate the effects of implementing LULCC in RCMs in a coordinated initiative. LUCAS is part of the European branch of the Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX, https://www.cordex.org/; Giorgi et al. 2009; Gutowski et al. 2016). They aim at examining biogeophysical impacts and their influence on the regional climate on different spatial and temporal scales. The overarching goal is to investigate the potential of the land surface to mitigate climate change and to provide an improved basis for regional climate impact assessments (Rechid et al., 2017). In LUCAS phase I, three land cover scenarios are implemented in an ensemble of RCMs to compare the impacts of (1) extreme afforestation (FOREST) and (2) extreme deforestation (GRASS) with a (3) realistic land cover (CORINE) as baseline in Europe. In the following presented experiments, afforestation refers to a conversion from all nonforest vegetation types to forest. Deforestation refers to the conversion from all vegetation types to grassland in the respective model run.

This study provides an analysis of WRF-NoahMP simulations made by the University of Hohenheim which were included as part of the LUCAS ensemble (Davin et al., 2020). It is a test bed for future coupling strength studies on the LUCAS-ensemble investigating the effects of realistic LULCC. Simulation experiments with idealized extreme LULCC are well suited for assessing the potential sensitivity of atmospheric responses to land surface modifications. The first objective is to locate long-term mean coupling hot spots between surface fluxes and precipitation based on the early-morning atmospheric structure (Findell & Eltahir, 2003a, 2003b) for the European summer. The coupling hot spots and the coupling strength are then analyzed with
regard to their sensitivity to extreme LULCC. The second objective is to investigate the relationship between the surface fluxes and clouds and precipitation patterns in dependence of land cover. This work is structured as follows: Section 2 outlines the Materials and Methods, including a model description, the simulation set-up, the land cover scenarios, and the analysis metrics. Section 3 presents the results on L-A coupling strength. Section 4 reports the results on the statistical analysis of the link between surface fluxes, clouds, and total precipitation. The results are discussed in section 5 and summarized in section 6.

2. Experimental Design and Methods

2.1. Model Description

The RCM used in this study is WRF V3.8.1 (Skamarock et al., 2008) coupled to the Noah land surface model with multiparameterization options (NoahMP) (Niu et al., 2011). For the planetary boundary layer (PBL), the MYNN level 2.5 local turbulence parameterization scheme was applied (Nakanishi & Niino, 2009). In line with the WRFb-CLM configuration of the LUCAS ensemble, the number of vertical levels was set to 40 and the model top to a pressure height of 50 hPa (Davin et al., 2020). The cumulus parameterization followed the approach of Kain (2004). Additional parameterization schemes are listed in Table 1. The final physics configuration was based on previous studies from the authors and others (e.g., see Bauer et al., 2015; Kotlarski et al., 2014; Schiwitalla et al., 2017; Warrach-Sagi et al., 2013). Soil moisture was initialized on the 1 January 1984 from ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011), and the soil texture was derived from a modified version of the Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD) (Milovac et al., 2014). The vegetation in each grid cell was considered using a dominant approach, and each land cover type was parameterized after the IGBP-MODIS 21-category land use classification used in WRF. The vegetation dynamics were treated through daily interpolation of monthly leaf area index (LAI) values from the MODIS vegetation parameter table. The calculation of stomatal resistance was performed using the Ball-Berry scheme in combination with green vegetation fraction calculated from LAI and the stem area index.

2.2. Simulation Set-Up

Three experiments, which differ in the applied land cover maps, were forced with 6-hourly ERA-Interim reanalysis data on 0.75° resolution from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. They ran for the years 1984–2015 including 2 years of spin-up, which were excluded from the analyses. All experiments were carried out for the CORDEX domain of Europe (EURO-CORDEX; Jacob et al., 2020) on 0.44° grid spacing. The analyses focused on the summer months of June–August because the sensitivity of convection to land surface influences is expected to be greatest in summer (Dirmeyer et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2012). Some analyses were carried out for the PRUDENCE subregions (Alps, British Isles, Eastern Europe, France, Iberian Peninsula, Mediterranean, Mid-Europe, and Scandinavia (Christensen & Christensen, 2007). The original subregions were expanded by two additional ones covering the northeastern and eastern parts of the study domain. The Eastern European Plain extends from 44°N to 70°N and 30°E to the eastern border of the domain (Figure 1c). The Black Sea extends from 25°N to 44°N and 36°E to the eastern border of the domain. The range of climate zones in the domain is heterogeneous. According to the Köppen-Geiger classification (Peel et al., 2007), climates vary from cool continental climates with arctic influence in the high latitudes to Mediterranean climate in southern Europe and from oceanic climate in coastal areas to warm, humid continental climate in Eastern Europe. This variety makes L-A feedback studies quite challenging over Europe.
2.3. Land Cover Scenarios

L-A feedbacks were investigated for three land covers: (1) a realistic real land cover as baseline (CORINE), (2) maximum forest coverage (FOREST), and (3) maximum grassland coverage (GRASS) in Europe. The CORINE 2006 land cover classification (European Environmental Agency, 2013) was implemented for the baseline run (Figure 1a). In the FOREST scenario, a land cover map was used where the total land area is covered by forest where it can realistically grow. This means areas with cold and hot deserts were not covered with vegetation, as it would be biologically implausible. Similarly, all vegetation types were converted to grassland in the GRASS scenario (see Davin et al., 2020, for a detailed description of the maps).

Figure 1. Land use maps of (a) the CORINE, (b) the FOREST, and (c) the GRASS experiments in the EURO-CORDEX EUR-44 domain derived from IGBP-MODIS 21-category land use type classification used in the WRF model. Subplot (c) also contains the boundaries of the expanded PRUDENCE regions: The Alps (AL), British Isles (BI), Black Sea (BS), Eastern Europe (EA), Eastern European Plain (EP), France (FR), Iberian Peninsula (IP), Mediterranean (MD), Mid-Europe (ME), and Scandinavia (SC).
The land cover maps for the FOREST and GRASS experiments were based on a global MODIS-based present-day land cover map at 0.5° resolution with 17 plant functional types (Lawrence & Chase, 2007). Shrub, crop, and grassland types were set to zero in order to produce the FOREST map. The sum of the remaining forest classes was designed to be 100% excluding nonvegetated areas. The proportion of the individual classes was conserved from the original map. Therefore, needleleaf forests mainly cover the high-latitudes and broadleaf forests grow further to the South. The forest plant functional types were converted to C3 and C4 grassland to derive the grass map. Again, the proportion of each type was taken from the original map. The fraction of bare soil was conserved in both experiments (Davin et al., 2020).

The implementation of the derived maps in WRF-NoahMP required a transfer of the plant functional types to the IGBP-MODIS 21-category land use type classification. Plant functional types that are only differing in the climate as well as C3 and C4 grasses were merged. The IGBP-MODIS classification neither represents climates (tropical or temperate forests) nor diverse grassland types (C3 or C4 grasses). In the forest map, cells were classified as Mixed Forests when they had a similar share of different forest types. Finally, cells classified as Ice and Snow in the CORINE 2006 land cover classification were used to mask both the forest and the grass map (Figures 1b and 1c). In the following, afforestation denotes the comparison FOREST-CORINE and deforestation the comparison GRASS-CORINE.

2.4. Land-Atmosphere Coupling Metrics

2.4.1. CTP-HIlow Framework

In the past decade, different studies suggested that among other things, the atmospheric conditions in the early morning influence whether the land surface may impact convection triggering throughout the day. While some atmospheric conditions favor convection initiation by increasing the atmospheric moisture (positive feedbacks) (Guillod et al., 2015; Koster et al., 2004), others favor convection initiation by increasing the boundary layer growth through high sensible heat fluxes (negative feedbacks) (Dirmeyer et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2012). Different regions exhibit a different dominant feedback sign in dependence of the prevailing atmospheric conditions (Findell et al., 2011). The convective triggering potential (CTP) - low-level humidity index (HIlow) framework (Findell & Eltahir, 2003a, 2003b) evaluates the potential for the triggering of deep convection in dependence of land surface forcing. It uses the stability and the humidity deficit of the residual layer around the hour of sunrise for this (Dione et al., 2014). It is composed of two atmospheric properties. The CTP is the departure of the modeled temperature profile from the moist adiabatic lapse rate between 100 and 300 hPa above ground. The HIlow is the sum of dew-point depressions at 50 and 150 hPa above ground. The variables are fully defined in the Appendix. Further details on data processing are given there, too.

At first, CTP and HIlow are used to assess the type of early-morning profile within the CTP-HIlow space on each day for every cell (Figure 2a). The threshold values from Findell and Eltahir (2003a) are used to distinguish between days with a wet soil advantage favoring positive feedbacks (1), days with a dry soil advantage favoring negative feedbacks (2), days in a transition zone (3), and atmospherically controlled (AC) days (4). On days with AC conditions, an influence of the surface fluxes on convective precipitation is unlikely. Days are considered AC in three cases. Negative CTP values indicate a temperature inversion in the early-morning atmosphere, which inhibits deep convection. When the humidity deficit is very high (HIlow > 15°C), precipitation is generally unlikely, and when the humidity deficit is very low (HIlow < 5°C), precipitation is likely over any surface (Findell & Eltahir, 2003b). Days in the feedback categories (categories 1–3) are jointly referred to as nonatmospherically controlled (nAC) days. The quantity gives an idea of how frequently the land surface may impact convection triggering. The distinction of the different feedback categories enables the assessment of the predominant feedback sign. An atmosphere with a humidity deficit between 5°C and 10°C and unstable conditions (CTP > 0 J/kg) is associated with a wet soil advantage (Figure 2a). Dryer conditions in the atmosphere (10 °C < HIlow < 15°C) and high instability (CTP > 200 J/kg) suggest a dry soil advantage (Figure 2a). In the transition zone (Figure 2a), wet or dry soils can both be advantageous. These days are characterized by lower humidity conditions (10°C < HIlow < 15°C) and low instability (50 J/kg < CTP < 200 J/kg).

In a second step, the relative occurrence of each type of sounding is quantified to evaluate the potential for land surface effects on convection triggering. When a high potential is apparent, the dominant feedback sign is determined for the chosen period (Figure 2b). Each land grid point is classified either as AC, wet
soil advantage, dry soil advantage, or transition zone with their respective subdivisions (Figure 2b).

Furthermore, subcategories of AC are included which indicate the major reason for classifying a cell as AC. AC dry, for example, denotes that $H_{low}$ is larger than 15°C in the majority of days. Levels 1 and 2 denote the strength of the signal within the feedback categories. The labeling as wet soil advantage level 1 signifies a strong positive signal. This label requires that at least 50% of the $n_{AC}$ days are in wet soil advantage. The same applies for the labeling as transition zone level 1 or dry soil advantage level 1. A cell labeled with level 2 has likely a weaker signal. The labeling as wet soil advantage level 2 requires that less than 20% of the $n_{AC}$ days are in dry soil advantage. For the label dry soil advantage level 2, less than 20% of a cell’s $n_{AC}$ days are in wet soil advantage. The label transition zone level 2 includes all remaining cells.

The threshold for determining whether a cell is AC or $n_{AC}$ was lowered from originally 20% to 10% (Figure 2b). A review of the frequency of large-scale weather patterns associated with high potential for convective precipitation events in Europe showed that these occur in about 10% of the summer days (Dittmann & Deutscher Wetterdienst, 1995; Lang, 2010). Local convective precipitation events in summer may cause severe damages and floods also in Central Europe. Therefore, it is of social and economic interest to represent potential feedbacks that could impact these events. Testing threshold values between 5% and 30% showed that the choice of the value only affected the size of the region considered as feedback region. The fraction of $n_{AC}$ days and the prevailing advantage for wet/dry soils within a cell was not affected (not shown).

### 2.4.2. Statistics on Land-Atmosphere Feedbacks

Statistical analyses were used to explore the relationship between EF, clouds, and total precipitation with diverging land cover. Due to the model grid increment (0.44°), the model data did not permit a reasonable distinction of convective and synoptic clouds and precipitation. The link between EF [latent heat flux/ (sensible + latent heat flux)] and total precipitation, as well as $H_{low}$ and total precipitation were further explored on the basis of statistical analyses. Daily mean EF, daily early-morning $H_{low}$, and daily total precipitation were used for these analyses. Please note that LULCCs are expected also to affect the relationship between soil moisture and EF. This relationship and the influence of EF on precipitation would need to be disentangled. Therefore, EF was used to represent the land surface rather than soil moisture. The cloud statistics in section 4.1 are based on 3-hourly cloud fractions. The significance of differences between the experiments was tested using a Student’s t test applying a significance level of 5%.

The dependence of precipitation on either EF or $H_{low}$ was examined by calculating a regression coefficient and multiplying it by the standard deviation of the respective variable. Combining the regression coefficient as a sensitivity measure with the standard deviation as a variability measure follows the reasoning of the
two-legged metric by Dirmeyer (2011). The coefficients of determination of the regressions were investigated to estimate the share of the variance in precipitation that can be explained by EF or HI low dynamics, respectively.

The probability for precipitation (precipitation >1 mm) was compared for AC and nAC days. The probability for precipitation was calculated for each bin by first fitting a probability density function for a Gamma distribution. Second, the area under the function was integrated to approximate the probability of precipitation. As the chosen interval size equals 1, the probability density is an approximation for the probability for the chosen interval. Furthermore, the probability for precipitation was analyzed for different ranges of EF. For this purpose, the summer days were subdivided in four equal bins according to their prevailing EF: (1) EF between 0 and 0.25, (2) EF between 0.25 and 0.5, (3) EF between 0.5 and 0.75, and (4) EF between 0.75 and 1 before calculating the probability. The control group contains the total range of EF.

3. Land-Atmosphere Coupling Strength Analysis

3.1. Coupling Hot Spots

The CTP-HI low framework was used to identify potential hot spots for surface moisture-precipitation feedbacks and to determine their dominant sign in Europe. The highest potential for a surface impact on deep convection triggering was found in the northeast of the study area (Figure 3, areas in green or orange), where continental climate prevails (Peel et al., 2007). Typically, continental climate is characterized by pronounced variability in weather patterns because of the missing dampening effect of oceans (Bonan, 2016). Figure 4 displays the components of the CTP-HI low framework. Atmospheric conditions were frequently weakly unstable and intermediately humid (Figures 4a and 4d) in the Northeast. This led to a potential nAC in up to 42.2% (CORINE, Figure 4g) of the summer days over the Eastern European Plain (FOREST: 37.2% and GRASS: 37.8%; not shown).

Feedbacks were predominantly positive in the strong coupling region in each experiment. The share of wet soil advantage days in summer was particularly high in the high-latitudes and decreased southward (Figure S2 in the supporting information). The shares of transition zone and dry soil advantage days both increased toward the south, which was due to a higher humidity deficit and, in case of the dry soil advantage days, higher instability in the residual layer. Dry soil advantage days represented the lowest share all over the domain. The north-south gradient in the frequency distribution of the feedback categories appeared independently of the land cover (Figures S1 and S2).

In southern Europe and at the Atlantic coast, the summer days were almost entirely AC (Figures 3 and 4g) in all experiments. Over the British Isles and at the Scandinavian coast, most early-morning soundings were stable (CTP < 0 J kg\(^{-1}\)) and rather humid (HI low < 5°C) (Figures 4a and 4d). This indicated that convection was regularly inhibited by a stable layer, and the surface fluxes hardly initiated any precipitation event (Findell & Eltahir, 2003a; van den Hurk & van Meijgaard, 2010). Summers were typically dry in southern and southwestern Europe, because the subtropical high extends to up to 40°N. Therefore, the probability for precipitation was low, and along with that, the humidity deficit was on average too large to permit a land surface impact on precipitation (Figure 4d). In other words, the moisture flux into the atmosphere was too small to produce clouds and develop precipitation locally. Findell and Eltahir (2003b) applied similar reasoning within their explanations of atmospheric controls in the United States. Similar to the European high latitudes, soundings at the northwestern US Pacific coast were almost entirely stable and humid, while soundings at the southwestern Pacific coast were very dry. The reasoning for atmospheric controls was valid in all experiments, and the location of potentially strong feedbacks appeared rather insensitive to LULCC (Figure 3). The robustness of the location was further tested by perturbing the initial temperature and moisture profiles before classifying the feedback regions (see supporting information). A shift to a completely different region only occurred with extreme and unrealistic moisture increases combined with considerable decreases in temperature (Figure S4).

3.2. Land Surface Impact on Coupling Strength

Although the location of the potential coupling hot spot appeared to be robust, modifications of the surface flux partitioning could influence the local L-A coupling strength (Figures 4h and 4i) and the predominance of the feedback sign.
In this RCM configuration, afforestation caused a decrease in EF (Figure 5b) everywhere except for western Europe and south of the Black Sea. An albedo decrease led to an increase in available energy, which was predominantly partitioned into sensible heat flux. The resulting significant destabilization and drying of the atmosphere at a significance level of 5% (Figures 4b and 4e) decreased the nAC days per summer. Thus, the feedback strength declined. The strongest impact of afforestation on the atmosphere appeared north of the Black Sea, where increases in CTP and HIlow caused a significant loss of nAC days of up to 9.75%. The contrary effect was observed in western Europe, where EF increased by 0.03 and HIlow decreased by −0.35°C. In consequence of these changes in western Europe, the fraction of nAC days increased significantly by up to 6.5% in some cells over the Alps.

Figure 3. Long-term feedback regimes classified after the CTP-HIlow framework for (a) the CORINE run, (b) the FOREST scenario, and (c) the GRASS scenario. Atmospheric control is indicated in blue and the shadings depict the probable cause for atmospheric control. The nonatmospherically controlled feedback regime wet soil advantage is represented in green, the transition zone in yellow/orange, and the dry soil advantage in red. Levels 1 (L1) and 2 (L2) depict the strength of the signal. Level 1 cells have a strong signal, whereas the signal in level 2 cells is weaker.
In the FOREST run, the northern part of the feedback region was in wet soil advantage similarly to the baseline run. In the southeastern part of the feedback region, a transition occurred from wet soil advantage to transition zone level 2 (Figure 3b). Afforestation decreased the share of wet soil advantage days both relative to the nAC days in summer (Figure S1b) and relative to all summer days (Figure S2b) in most of the domain. The largest decrease appeared in eastern Europe. Simultaneously, afforestation increased the share of nAC days in transition zone and dry soil advantage (Figures S1e and S1h) leading to a weakening in the predominance of positive feedbacks and a change in the classification. Therefore, afforestation decreased not just the frequency of occurrence of nAC days (Figure 4h) in eastern Europe but also weakened the potential for positive feedbacks all over the domain. The combined effect is expected to result in a lower impact of the latent heat flux on local precipitation in comparison with the conditions of the baseline run.

In the FOREST run, the northern part of the feedback region was in wet soil advantage similarly to the baseline run. In the southeastern part of the feedback region, a transition occurred from wet soil advantage to transition zone level 2 (Figure 3b). Afforestation decreased the share of wet soil advantage days both relative to the nAC days in summer (Figure S1b) and relative to all summer days (Figure S2b) in most of the domain. The largest decrease appeared in eastern Europe. Simultaneously, afforestation increased the share of nAC days in transition zone and dry soil advantage (Figures S1e and S1h) leading to a weakening in the predominance of positive feedbacks and a change in the classification. Therefore, afforestation decreased not just the frequency of occurrence of nAC days (Figure 4h) in eastern Europe but also weakened the potential for positive feedbacks all over the domain. The combined effect is expected to result in a lower impact of the latent heat flux on local precipitation in comparison with the conditions of the baseline run.

The major impacts of deforestation on the summer L-A coupling strength occurred in the higher latitudes (Figures 4i, S2c, S2f, and S2i). The higher albedo of grassland generally initiated a decrease in net radiation (not shown) in Europe. In the high latitudes, the conversion of needleleaf forest to grassland caused a considerable increase in EF in GRASS (Figure 5c). This resulted from minor reductions in the latent heat flux.
flux and strong decreases in the sensible heat flux (not shown). The impacts of decreasing both the atmospheric instability and humidity deficit on the coupling were contradicting (Figure 4c and 4f). On the one hand, the cooling and moistening of the atmosphere indicates that relative humidity approaches saturation more frequently. Occasionally, up to 10% less summer days were in nAC compared to CORINE in the high-latitudes (Figure 4i), and wet AC days occurred more frequently. On the other hand, the predominance of the wet soil advantage was considerably strengthened in the nAC day partitioning (Figure S1c). Transition zone as well as dry soil advantage days occurred less frequently (Figures S1f and S1i). This means when a feedback was probable, wet surface conditions were very likely in favor for triggering precipitation rather than dry surface conditions. Consequently, the feedback region was mostly in levels 1 or 2 wet soil advantage in the GRASS run. In the rest of the domain, LULCC caused a net decrease in EF. This resulted from a reduction in the latent heat flux and minor reductions (cropland) or increases (mixed/deciduous forests) in the sensible heat flux. The changes in both the share of nAC days (average ± 0.3%) in summer (Figure 4i), and the share of summer days in wet or dry soil advantage or transition zone (Figures S2c, S2f, and S2i) were patchy and insignificant.

Figure 5. Results from CORINE and their differences due to afforestation (FOREST-CORINE) and deforestation (GRASS-CORINE) in summer. (a) Average evaporative fraction (EF), (b) difference in EF due to afforestation, (c) difference in EF due to deforestation, (d) frequency of occurrence of cloud coverage >3%, (e) difference in the occurrence of clouds due to afforestation, (f) difference in the occurrence of clouds due to deforestation, (g) mean seasonally accumulated, total precipitation, (h) difference of precipitation due to afforestation, and (i) difference of precipitation due to deforestation. All values correspond to the June–August average of the period 1986–2015.
4. Effects on Clouds and Precipitation

Given the information about a potential coupling hot spot and a predominance of positive feedbacks, the question arises whether modifications in the surface flux partitioning from LULCC can be associated with changed cloud cover and total precipitation patterns in the predicted manner. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to assess whether the sign of the response of cloud occurrence and precipitation distribution to afforestation and deforestation match the sign of EF differences.

4.1. Clouds

First, this chapter deals with modifications in the spatial distribution of cloud occurrence induced by LULCC. Second, differences in the frequency of occurrence of clouds in summer on different model heights are explored (Figure 5d). Coverage or occurrence of clouds was assumed, when the degree of coverage in an atmospheric layer exceeded 3% (threshold from Görsdorf & Seifert 2011).

In all experiments, clouds occurred most frequently in the high latitudes. The frequency (Figure 5d) and also the degree of coverage (not shown) decreased southward with the lowest frequencies south of the Black Sea. Besides the regional variance of cloud distribution, clouds also appeared in different altitudes depending on the region (Figure 6) in all experiments. In the high latitudes, lower-level clouds appeared with a higher frequency (Figures 6e and 6f) than in southern Europe (Figures 6i and 6j). Please note that by far most clouds appeared with a degree of coverage of 1 (meaning 100% of coverage) in most layers and in all subregions and experiments (Figures 6a and 6e; values of the CORINE run). In the highest model levels, cirrus clouds appeared with a maximum cloud coverage of 0.2.

Afforestation and deforestation had contrasting effects on clouds in Europe. While the atmospheric drying from afforestation (Figure 5e) coincided with fewer (Figure 5e) and less thick clouds (not shown), the atmospheric moistening from deforestation (Figure 5f) coincided with an increase in the frequency of cloud occurrence there (Figure 5f). The sign of the response to the respective LULCC scenario was consistent in the domain apart from southern Europe (Figures 5e and 5f). In the southern part of the domain, the response in cloud occurrence switched sign in both scenarios. Though the sign of differences was largely consistent, the magnitude of differences from both afforestation and deforestation varied, and the strongest effects from both LULCC scenarios appeared over the Eastern European Plain (Figures 5e and 5f).

Figure 6 shows the frequency distribution of cloud occurrence on model levels. The first row shows the frequency distribution of the whole domain, and the second row shows the results for the Eastern European Plain as an example for a relatively strong influence. The results for the Iberian Peninsula are shown as an example for a southern and rather dry region with weak potential surface influence. Similarly to the spatial averages, the changes in cloud coverage on different model levels were strongest over the Eastern European Plain relative to the rest of the domain (Figures 6g and 6h). Low-level clouds occurred less frequently in FOREST with a maximum loss of 6.5%. Midlevel clouds were slightly increased by 1.9%. Similarly, deforestation mostly impacted the occurrence of low-level clouds, which increased by +5% over the Eastern European Plain (Figure 6h). Both afforestation and deforestation barely influenced the occurrence of clouds over the Iberian Peninsula (Figures 5e and 5f). This is also reflected in the changes of cloud occurrence across different atmospheric heights (Figures 6k and 6l). In general, LULCC predominantly influenced the occurrence of low-level clouds in the whole domain.

4.2. Precipitation

This subsection examines the impacts of LULCC on total precipitation and precipitation probability. Further, it aims to estimate the connections of both EF and \( H_{\text{low}} \), changes with the magnitude of changes in precipitation and the probability for precipitation in dependence of the previously identified coupling regimes. The EF-precipitation and \( H_{\text{low}} \)-precipitation connections were analyzed by applying an extended regression analysis (denoted as "Coupling Index" in Figures 7a and 7b) and looking at the coefficient of determination of the regression. These were introduced in section 2.4.2.

4.2.1. Precipitation Distribution

All experiments showed a similar spatial distribution of total precipitation (Figure 5g; CORINE run exemplarily). Maxima in precipitation were mostly found in mountainous regions like the Alps, the Scandinavian Mountains, the Carpathians, and the Caucasus in all experiments.
Afforestation and deforestation initiated small but statistically significant differences in the total precipitation in summer. The impact on precipitation varied spatially in sign and magnitude (Figures 5h and 5i) in both scenarios. On the one hand, the LULCC impacted the day-to-day potential for local triggering of precipitation by modifying the flux partitioning (Figures 4h and 4i). On the other hand, an enhanced or

Figure 6. Cloud statistics (a) frequency distribution of different cloud fractions for each atmospheric layer (%) for the EURO-CORDEX domain (EUR44), taken into consideration are only cases with more than 3% cloud coverage, (b) the frequency of occurrence of clouds (degree of coverage >3%) regardless of the cloud fraction for EUR44, (c) the FOREST-CORINE (FC) difference in cloud occurrence on all model levels for EUR44, and (d) the respective difference for the difference GRASS-CORINE (GC) for EUR44. Similarly, (e–h) the results for the Eastern European Plain (EP) as an example for a rather wet region and (i–l) the results for the Iberian Peninsula (IP) as an example for a rather dry region.
decreased transport of moisture and heat into the atmosphere modified the average atmospheric conditions (Figures 4b, 4c, 4e, and 4f). This modifies the probability for total precipitation and the preconditioning for convection triggering in the atmosphere. In eastern and northeastern Europe, both LULCC resulted in significant decreases in precipitation (significance level: 5%). With afforestation, lower EF and higher humidity deficits in the low-level atmosphere supported the reduction in precipitation (Figures 7a and 7b). The maximum decrease in precipitation occurred over the Eastern European Plain with −63.8 mm per season (Figure 5h). The local connections of precipitation with EF and HI_low are further explored in section 4.2.2. In GRASS, the transition from cropland to grassland resulted in a lower EF (Figure 5c), which coincided with less precipitation in this region.

In western Europe, both LULCCs initiated a small increase in precipitation (Figures 5h and 5i). The increase in FOREST may be related with an increase in the latent heat flux, raising the moisture transport into the atmosphere. The additional moisture increased the relative humidity (HI_low) and considerably increased CAPE (not shown). Both quantities are expected to favor the occurrence of precipitation in the model, especially, as the Kain-Fritsch convection scheme is known to react sensitively to CAPE. The effect of deforestation was not as straightforward. The local connection between surface moisture and precipitation was particularly weak in France and impacts on atmospheric quantities like CAPE were small.

In the remaining regions, the impact of afforestation on precipitation diverged from the impact of deforestation. Afforestation caused an increase in rainfall over the Alps (+6.1 mm/season) and the Black Sea (+3.0 mm/season), while deforestation caused a decrease over the Alps (−2.1 mm/season) and the Black Sea (−2.6 mm/season). Both regions have a complex orography which possibly shapes the connection between surface moisture and precipitation (see section 4.2.2). In the high latitudes, the local connection...
of the surface moisture appeared to be strong in all scenarios (Figures 7a and 7b). Thus, the surface drying from afforestation was expected to support a decrease in precipitation, whereas the moistening from deforestation rather supported an increase (Figures 5c and 5i).

4.2.2. Surface Flux–Precipitation Connection

The strength of local connections of precipitation with EF and HILow was varying regionally. Please note that local refers to the connection between variables in a certain cell, here. Modifications in surface moisture and low-level humidity are likely to affect also the precipitation of neighboring cells, but these nonlocal influences are difficult to disentangle and they were not quantified within this study.

The coupling index of EF and precipitation was positive in all subregions and experiments (Figure 7a). This confirmed the conclusion drawn from the CTP-HILow framework, that surface moisture-precipitation feedbacks are generally more likely to be positive in the study area. A relatively strong connection between EF and precipitation emerged in the domain’s Northeast as well as in regions with complex orography (Alps, Black Sea) in all experiments. In the rest of the domain, total precipitation was less correlated with EF (Figure 7a). The weakest coupling indices were found over southern Europe and France in each experiment (Figure 7a), which was characterized by rather dry conditions. Since the coupling index was low, differences in the precipitation of the different scenarios (Figures 5h and 5i) were not locally attributable to changes in the surface flux partitioning there. However, the modifications in the surface flux partitioning impacted the humidity deficit (Figures 4e and 4f), and hence, they changed the preconditioning for convection triggering and for precipitation development in general (Figure 7b) during the 30-year period.

Though the Black Sea region also faced comparably dry conditions (Figure 4d), the coupling index was considerably higher than in the rest of southern Europe. The presence of mountains was expected to support the vertical motion of air through orographic lifting. Since orography supported the lifting of moist air, more moist surface and low-level atmospheric conditions presumably foster the probability for local precipitation. This is reflected in the EF-precipitation and the HILow-precipitation connections (Figure 7). Both the coupling indices and the coefficients of determination were high in relation to the rest of the domain. All of the maximum values (crosses in Figures 7c and 7d) were observed over mountains. This effect was also observable over the Alps and the Scandinavian mountains.

The share of variance in precipitation explainable by EF amounted to 7.8%, averaged over the domain (FOREST: 10.0% and GRASS: 7.5%) with strong variance between subregions (Figure 7c). While the lowest share of explained variance was found in Central Europe, the largest share was apparent in the high latitudes in all scenarios. In individual cells, up to 40% of the variance in precipitation is explainable by EF over needleleaf forest, there (Figure 7c). However, the pattern of the coefficient of determination did not follow the distribution of the share of nAC days (Figure 4g). Rather, it reflected features of the respective vegetation map. Especially over needleleaf forest, the fraction of explained variance was high, whereas over cropland it was clearly lower (data not shown). Afforestation generally tended to enhance the share of variance in precipitation explainable by the EF—everywhere except for the Alps. Deforestation initiated a mixed response in the EF-precipitation relationship (Figure 7c). On the one hand, in the high latitudes and over the Iberian Peninsula, the share of variance in precipitation explainable by EF decreased due to the conversion from needleleaf forest to grassland. On the other hand, in central and southeastern Europe, converting forests and croplands to grassland increased the variance explained by EF. These findings confirm the conclusion that LULCC has an impact on coupling strength itself. It also highlights the importance of considering the concrete type of vegetation transition.

4.2.3. Atmospherically Versus Nonatmospherically Controlled Days

This subsection describes the difference in precipitation probability between AC and nAC days for the subregions. Table 2 depicts the probability for precipitation on AC and nAC days, as well as the proportion of the total precipitation that fell on nAC days. Please note that precipitation on nAC days is not equated with convective precipitation which was triggered by the land surface.

Although the majority of summer days were AC in every grid cell and most precipitation fell on AC days in absolute terms in each subregion (Figure 7c), the probability for precipitation was clearly higher on nAC days than on AC days. This applied for every subregion except for Scandinavia and the British Isles in all experiments (Table 2). In southern Europe, where precipitation occurrence was rare, the probability for precipitation was considerably higher on nAC days than on AC days (Table 2). In the Mediterranean, the share
Table 2
Average Evaporative Fraction (EF) and Probability for Precipitation for Atmospherically Controlled (AC) and Nonatmospherically Controlled (nAC) Days in Each PRUDENCE-Region and the Percentage of Total Precipitation Actually Falling on nAC Days for Each Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORINE</th>
<th>FOREST</th>
<th>GRASS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>nAC</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.46 (0.26; 0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.34 (0.06; 0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.36 (0.14; 0.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.17 (0.05; 0.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.19 (0.04; 0.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.10 (0.03; 0.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.15 (0.03; 0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.05 (0.01; 0.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.10 (0.02; 0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.06 (0.01; 0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR44</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.17 (0.05; 0.58)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*The probability for precipitation (fraction ranging from 0 to 1) is given for all days, and the values in brackets denote the probability on days only with low (0–0.25) and high (0.75–1) values of EF.*
of total summer precipitation falling on nAC days corresponded to about 40% in all experiments, even though the occurrence of nAC days was rare in summer. However, the total amount of precipitation was low and so was the net effect of the surface on precipitation. In central and eastern Europe, nAC days had a higher probability for precipitation than AC days, as well, but the differences between AC and nAC days were smaller than in the dry-regions. Between 20% and 33% of the total precipitation per season fell on nAC days (Table 2).

In Scandinavia and over the British Isles, the probability for precipitation was generally high and did not differ considerably between AC and nAC days. Over these two regions, the majority of AC days were wet and stable, and more than 80% or 95%, respectively, of their total precipitation amounts occurred on AC days in all experiments (Figure 7e). A very high relative humidity (low HILow) fostered precipitation on the wet AC days and explained why the probability is similar on AC and the wet soil advantage dominated nAC days. Presumably, the surface flux partitioning was not decisive for the triggering of precipitation on these days. However, investigating the probability for precipitation for different EF bins showed a divergence in the probability of precipitation for different ranges of EF on both AC and nAC days (not shown). The same applied for the daily amount of precipitation. Both increased gradually from very low (probability: 0.01–0.26) to very high EF values (probability: 0.37–0.75) throughout the domain. This did not apply for Scandinavia and the British Isles. In these regions, the probability for precipitation and the amount of rainfall were both higher with a clearly dominating sensible heat flux (EF < 0.25) than with a slightly dominating to equal share of sensible heat (0.25 < EF < 0.5). This indicated that the surface flux partitioning could still support or inhibit precipitation from large-scale systems, even though they are not decisive for its occurrence.

5. Discussion

Strong, positive, local surface moisture-precipitation feedbacks were identified under continental climate in northeastern Europe by using the CTP-HILow framework in all experiments (section 3.1). Under oceanic, Mediterranean or arctic climate, large-scale atmospheric forcings predominantly inhibit local feedbacks—in accordance with the argumentation of Findell and Eltahir (2003b). The region of potentially strong coupling roughly coincided with the hot spot region of soil moisture-precipitation coupling that Koster et al. (2004) found in their global L-A coupling strength ensemble study in Europe. The robustness of the feedback region’s location and the predominant sign of potential feedbacks were further examined with a sensitivity test (description in supporting information). In the summer of 1986, the initial temperature and moisture profiles of the baseline run were perturbed before calculating CTP and HILow and performing the classification. The degrees of temperature and moisture perturbation were chosen to mimic a realistic model spread in moisture and temperature variance for the current climate in Europe. Extremes were tested, as well. Perturbations within the realistic range slightly shifted the coupling hot spot, though it was not moved to a different European region (Figures S3 and S5). Therefore, the location of the coupling hot spot and also the predominance of positive feedbacks are considered robust under current climatic conditions.

The L-A coupling strength is generally a rather model specific quantity (Pitman et al., 2009), whose results may be influenced by the choice of PBL and convection parameterization (Hirsch et al., 2015; Milovac et al., 2016). In section 3.2, it was shown that both LULCC scenarios modified the potential feedback strength by changing the relative humidity and the instability in the early-morning boundary layer. In the presented model configuration, the frequency of potential nAC days decreased in both scenarios. Thus, the probability for a surface influence on precipitation is estimated to decrease from both afforestation and deforestation. Furthermore, the LULCC changed nAC day partitioning between the feedback categories (Figures S1 and S2). Afforestation decreased EF as a result of a dominant albedo effect, and a disproportionately strong increase in the sensible heat flux in most European regions. This finally led to a weakened wet soil advantage in the domain (Figure S1). In GRASS, most transitions to grassland caused a net decrease in the EF. The only exception was the transition from evergreen needleleaf forest to grassland, which mostly occurs in the high latitudes. It caused a loss in available energy as well as an increase in EF which originated from a stronger decrease in the sensible heat flux than in the latent heat flux. The transition from needleleaf forest to grassland also caused the largest impact on the coupling strength due to deforestation in the high
latitudes. On the one hand, feedback days occurred less frequently in summer. On the other hand, it strengthened the predominance of the wet soil advantage on nAC days (Figure S1c). The LULCC responses in surface flux partitioning mostly coincided with the findings of Duveiller, Forzieri, et al. (2018) who examined the effects of a suite of vegetation transitions on the radiation and energy balances at the land surface.

Nevertheless, Davin et al. (2020) demonstrated a divergence in the temperature response to afforestation between the models of the LUCAS ensemble, in which these simulations were included (their WRFb-NoahMP). They showed that the temperature response is directly linked to how afforestation modified the surface flux partitioning in the models. They attributed this inconsistency to a lack of agreement in the calculation of evapotranspiration between models (de Noblet-Ducoudré et al., 2012; Lejeune et al., 2017). Simulations with, for example, the RCA model rather simulated an increase in EF and a concurrent decrease in temperature in response to afforestation in Europe, caused by a net evaporative cooling effect (e.g., Belušić et al., 2019; Davin et al., 2020; Strandberg & Kjellström, 2019). The disagreement in the temperature response to afforestation has implications for the conclusions drawn on the LULCC effects on the coupling strength. The sensitivity test showed that the average temperature and moisture conditions impacted the coupling strength (Figures S5 and S6) and the occurrence of the feedback categories (Figures S3 and S4).

While warming and drying enhanced the number of days in dry AC and transition zone (Figure S3i), cooling and moistening enhanced the wet and stable AC (Figure S3a). Hence, the temperature response of a model to LULCC (and likely also the moisture response) is expected to determine how these LULCC modify the coupling. Therefore, the conclusions drawn on the afforestation and deforestation effects on the coupling strength are specific for this model configuration. Further analysis would benefit from the use of an ensemble.

Both LULCC scenarios yielded differences in cloud occurrence and precipitation. The predominating decrease in EF from afforestation was accompanied by a significant decrease in relative humidity in the lower PBL and a concurrent reduction in low-level cloud occurrence and cloud coverage in northeastern and central Europe (section 4.1). Concomitantly, the total precipitation was significantly lower in confined areas within the hot spot region and over mountains (section 4.2.1). In western Europe, afforestation considerably increased relative humidity and CAPE what could be an explanation for the additional precipitation in this region. Although the low-level relative humidity and the occurrence of low-level clouds were significantly increased in the Northeast in GRASS, the total precipitation was lower compared to the baseline run in that area. One possible explanation could be that less CAPE is available for convection triggering over grassland. The higher albedo of grassland reduces the amount of available energy for flux partitioning, wherefore less precipitation is triggered.

Over the study period, the surface fluxes could influence the probability and amount of total precipitation in three different ways. First, moisture and energy enter into the atmosphere throughout the day and either trigger deep convection by increasing the atmospheric humidity through the input of latent heat (e.g., Dirmeyer, 2011) or support PBL growth by adding sensible heat (Dirmeyer et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2012) (section 4.2.1). Second, the surface fluxes impact the humidity and stability in the residual layer in the seasonal average of June–August in 1986–2015 (section 4.2.1). Hence, the preconditioning changes to more or less favorable conditions for convection and for precipitation in general. Nonlocal effects of the background climate are likely (Winckler et al., 2017), but further research is necessary to identify and quantify remote effects. Third, the surface fluxes may enhance or suppress precipitation from large-scale circulations on days with very humid atmospheric conditions, which mainly occur in Scandinavia and over the British Isles (section 4.2.3). Precipitation is known to dominantly occur there due to either large-scale circulations or cyclones (Belušić et al., 2019; Pfahl & Wernli, 2012) rather than due to local triggering of convection. However, the prevailing EF on a certain day still influences the occurrence and to a minor extent the intensity of precipitation in summer (not shown). It is notable that very low (EF < 0.25) values of EF were observed to favor the occurrence of precipitation and rather than intermediate (0.25 < EF < 0.5) ones in the wet regions.

Altogether, an increase in the EF coincides with an increase in precipitation, pointing toward reinforcing interactions between surface fluxes and precipitation in the whole study area. The strongest changes in precipitation were predominantly located over mountains and within the strong coupling area which was previously identified with the CTP-HIlow framework. Nevertheless, the change in EF distribution from both
LULCC scenarios was small and significant impacts on precipitation occurred only in confined areas. This finding coincides with previous LULCC studies targeting precipitation in Europe, who also found that extreme afforestation had only minor impacts on precipitation (e.g., Seneviratne et al., 2013).

6. Summary

In this study, we investigated the potential L-A coupling strength in connection with actually modeled feedbacks between the turbulent surface fluxes and both clouds and precipitation patterns for the European summer. The study aimed at identifying land surface-precipitation coupling hot spots in dependence on land cover. Further, the intention was to test whether the strongest impacts of LULCC on clouds and precipitation were observed in regions where strong coupling is to be expected. The results give a range of hypothetical maximum impacts of LULCC by comparing the outcome of an extreme afforestation and deforestation scenario with a realistic baseline. To the knowledge of the authors, this is the first study for Europe that addresses L-A coupling strength in terms of surface flux-precipitation feedbacks on the regional scale and in dependence of land cover.

A coupling hot spot was identified in the northeast of the simulation domain mostly covering the Eastern European Plain and parts of Scandinavia and Eastern Europe. Feedbacks were predicted to be predominantly positive in all experiments. The scenarios mainly diverge in the fraction of potential feedback days and, hence, the likelihood of convection initiation by the land surface. With this model configuration, complete afforestation reduced the likelihood of land surface contribution to the triggering of convection in the east of the domain and slightly enhanced it in the west. Conversely, deforestation caused a significant reduction in the likelihood for a land surface impact in the high latitudes. Modeled impacts of the LULCC on clouds and total precipitation confirmed a predominance of reinforcing interactions, and a decrease in EF tended to be accompanied by a decrease in low-level clouds and total precipitation in all European subregions. This is on one hand attributable to local impacts of the surface fluxes during the day and, on the other hand, also to modifications of the boundary layer conditions in the 30 year average.

The presented analyses serve as a test bed for future studies on the impacts of realistic LULCC on the climate, keeping the focus on the impacts of L-A feedbacks and their modifications to climate change. Since studies based on a single RCM have limited generalizability, a possible extension of this work is a multimodel ensemble analysis of the L-A coupling strength to improve the robustness of the obtained results. Besides impacts of PBL and convection parameterization (Chen et al., 2017; Hirsch et al., 2015; Milovac et al., 2016) on estimating the L-A coupling strength, further dependencies, for example, on increasing the model resolution, and, hence, also the resolution of the land surface, to convection-permitting scale, or dynamic vegetation development (Ingwersen et al., 2018), are conceivable. Davin et al. (2020) highlight the need to understand the discrepancies in modeling the evapotranspiration. This is a prerequisite to understanding how and why feedbacks are spatially and temporally variable and how clouds and precipitation are impacted by LULCC. Additional variables, which characterize the boundary layer structure, need to be included in the analysis in order to improve the understanding of different links between the land surface and precipitation. Further studies targeting the understanding of biogeophysical impacts of land cover changes on the climate will be conducted in the scope of LUCAS. The sensitivity of the feedback strength and the sign of feedbacks to differences in atmospheric temperature and moisture will be further explored in a comprehensive sensitivity study. These findings as well as findings from further studies within LUCAS have provided a springboard for future L-A feedback analyses in Europe and improved our understanding about implications of LULCC on the climate.

Appendix A: Definitions of CTP and HILow

Convective Triggering Potential. The CTP (J kg$^{-1}$) is a measure of the atmospheric instability. It represents the deviation of the modeled temperature profile ($T_{en}$) from the moist adiabatic lapse rate between 100 and 300 hPa above ground (formula from Ferguson & Wood 2011).

$$CTP = \int_{z_{psfc} - 100}^{z_{psfc} - 300} \left( \frac{T_{parot} - T_{en}}{T_{en}} \right) dz,$$

with $z_{psfc} - 300$ and $z_{psfc} - 100$ representing the height at surface pressure $p_{sfc} - 300$ hPa and $p_{sfc} - 100$ hPa,
respectively. $T_{\text{parcel}}$ represents the temperature of an air parcel, which is lifted along the moist adiabatic lapse rate originating from 100 hPa above the surface and $g$ is the gravitational acceleration.

**Low-Level Humidity Index.** The $\text{HI}_{\text{low}}$ ($^\circ$C) measures the humidity deficit in low-level air. It corresponds to the sum of dew point depressions at 50 and 150 hPa above ground.

$$\text{HI}_{\text{low}} = \left( T_{\text{sfc} - 50} - T_{\text{d}, \text{sfc} - 50} \right) + \left( T_{\text{sfc} - 150} - T_{\text{d}, \text{sfc} - 150} \right)$$

**Data.** CTP and $\text{HI}_{\text{low}}$ are calculated from daily early morning atmospheric profiles of temperature and humidity. Early morning profiles represent the state of the atmosphere within the hour of sunrise. Here this is defined as the time step of each day, where incoming shortwave radiation is first larger than zero. It is used as index to extract the temperature and humidity profiles of the local hour of sunrise from hourly model output for each cell and each day.

**Data Availability Statement**

The alternative land cover maps and the NCL scripts used for the computation of the CTP-$\text{HI}_{\text{low}}$ framework as well as the name lists can be downloaded from the repository link (http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3722520).
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